SJS Uniform Survey (Responses)

Timestamp

What do you think?

Let us know something you would like to be
considered.

2/14/2018 16:18:48 A Star
2/14/2018 16:55:55 A Wish

Let us know something you like about the new
uniform.
Comfortable to wear, fit for all activities.

The traditional white PE shirt is easily to get dirty.
A darker colour would be better.

2/14/2018 16:57:45 A Star

Na

2/14/2018 17:35:30 A Wish

Please consider to use other color for the hat as
black color absorbs heat. It may not be nice to
wear during hot days.

2/14/2018 18:13:44 A Wish

The brown color did not look smart as the
previous red one

2/14/2018 18:40:30 A Wish

Unity of colours. Outfit doesn’t work colour-wise.
No coherence

2/14/2018 21:53:56 A Wish

cap blocks sunlight to the face better than hat so
still prefers cap, and wish it could be mesh cap to
make it not too hot to wear considering long and
hot summer in hk
Easier to manage with ironing. Allows children
more freedom to move about. Less stricted

2/14/2018 22:18:17 A Star
2/15/2018 11:28:02 A Wish

Keeping the fleece is a good idea, as kid doesn't
like the 2-way red jacket, it's a bit bulky.

2/19/2018 15:09:11 A Wish

I hope we can keep the cardigan and fleece so I
can arrange these clothes to my children based
on the weather. Otherwise, the parents just
arrange the children to put on their personal
clothes. I think the colours may not match with
some of the current items. For the size, as Y1 is
only 5 years old, can we have the size of 100 that
fits better.

2/19/2018 18:17:36 A Wish

The current design of the uniform is actually nice!

2/21/2018 11:46:06 A Wish

like to have long sleeve PE T shirt for winter as an
option as there is now only short sleeves PE T

2/22/2018 22:37:11 A Wish

Sometimes the kids need to represent the school
in competitions and they need to be presentable.
At my daughter’s next speech competition, I can’t
imagine her wearing a tracksuit to represent our
school? It may not look smart enough for the
judges and may affect her gradings. I love the
idea of wearing the new uniform on a daily basis
though. I’m just thinking of “presentation” at
formal events. Just something to consider. In
addition, the white top does not contrast well with
the black bottom. Might look a bit sloppy, like the
black bottom is an afterthought? RC’s uniform, is
smart casual and it looks really nice, even for
formal presentation. Perhaps we could follow it in
some ways but in red/maroon tones? But only my
humble opinion. Thanks for helping parents save
on costs!

2/23/2018 16:53:25 A Wish

I wish it had come in sooner so that our children
could have lived it.
The new hoodie which is a trend nowadays for
kids.

2/26/2018 23:30:07 A Star
2/27/2018 21:50:16 A Wish

comfortable and easy to wash

2/28/2018 13:23:22 A Wish

Children should have a more colorful life, the
uniform is just to dark in color. Can consider use
more color related to house color?

2/28/2018 13:38:32 A Star
The new uniform is more simplicity, easy to carry
and the colour is great, looks smart!

2/28/2018 14:24:28 A Star

2/28/2018 15:45:24 A Wish
2/28/2018 18:06:42 A Star

Simplifying the school uniform items is good, but
please allow some transitional period for all years,
and I think should keep the fleece (for warmth in
winter) and cardigan (for summer air-con rooms
and early winter).
no others
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What do you think?

Let us know something you would like to be
considered.

Let us know something you like about the new
uniform.

1, HAT: Black hat could be very hot in the
summer if made in the same old cap cotton
material. Suggest to use dry fit/ breathable
material if BLACK is a must colour.
2, T shirt: Would be great to have an additional
white long sleeve T in the same material as the
polo shirt either 1, round neck to be worn under
the polo shirt during cooler days or 2, a long
sleeve polo shirt.

2/28/2018 21:14:43 A Wish

The black hoodie could be too warm indoor or the
current polo shirt too cold during spring/ autumn
time. Currently most of the students do wear an
additional long sleeve under the polo shirt during
the cold days. It would be superb to have
something official in between. [1]

2/28/2018 21:17:56 A Wish [2]

The colour is too dark and specially not good for
summer time [3]

2/28/2018 23:15:14 A Wish

The colour ssheme of the new uniform is not in
coordination. I prefer the colours are for example ,
lion is in yellow, white and organge or banyan is
in brown, beige and white, etc.
I will expect my daughters to wear in elegant and
formal dresses whenever representing SJS such
as during assembly, graduation or special
occasions. It is the identity of SJS. Children
should behave as SJS students when wearing it.
Please consider to design the uniform in a formal
and elegant style for students in generations to
come. They should be proud of their uniform.

3/5/2018 13:55:15 A Star

Seems comfortable and good quality

Colour
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[1] Responder updated this value.
[2] Responder updated this value.
[3] Responder updated this value.
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